Maintenance and Care of Wetline Products
Wetline should be cleaned with a clean dry or damp cloth. If necessary one of many common
household cleaners, such as glass cleaners, can be used. The cleaning solution should be applied and
wiped dry immediately.
No cleaning solution should be left to stand on the board for an extended period.
Harsh cleaners with glycol ethers or ethanol type solvents and/or isopropyl alcohol can soften the
board coating if left on for as little as several minutes (product dependent) and as such should be
used cautiously or avoided totally.
Citrus cleaners, abrasive cleaners and solvents such as acetone, paint striper and lacquer thinner are
NOT recommended for cleaning.

Warranty of Wetline Products
Cowdroy warrants its products to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of
seven (7) years from date of purchase.
This warranty is limited to Cowdroy’s option to the repair, or the replacement, of any products
proven to be faulty in manufacture or materials, with the same or equivalent product, free of
charge.
Labour charges, transportation and other costs associated with the replacement or re‐installation of
the parts or product are excluded from this warranty and will not be paid for by Cowdroy.
H.M. Cowdroy Pty Ltd. assumes no liability under the warranty for the following:










Misuse, abuse, accidental or intentional damage
Improper adjustment or operation by the installer or end user
Improper maintenance or installation
Inaccurate or incorrect site or operational specifications
Unauthorised repair or modification
Used contrary to Cowdroy recommendations
Use of replacement parts other than Cowdroy authorised parts
Corrosion related damages when used in a corrosive environment or corrosion caused by
cleaning related agents
Whilst some of our product finishes are warranted against tarnish, they shall not be covered
for deterioration caused by damage to the protective layer through general wear & tear

To the extent permitted by law, this warranty is the exclusive warranty granted by H.M. Cowdroy Pty
Ltd. and is in lieu of all other expressed or implied warranties and guaranties. There are no implied
warranties as to the merchantability, quality or fitness for purpose. In all other respects the Standard
Terms and Conditions of Cowdroy products apply.
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Wetline and Signline are manufactured as raw materials in a white finish. The tone of white can vary
between batches and is influenced by many factors, i.e. the PVC raw material, the percentage of
CaCO3*, temperature, storage, formulation, machine run‐out time etc.
All Cowdroy products must be installed in compliance with the instructions provided with the
relevant products; failure to comply with the installation instruction and our recommended
maintenance procedures may void the warranty.
*CaCO3: Calcium Carbonate. A chemical compound commonly found in rock all over the world. Calcium carbonate is commonly used in
the construction industry as a raw/primary substance for building materials. (Source: wikipedia.org)
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